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Whether they're parents, married without kids, or single, most people want to do better at
mealtimeâ€•they want to put good, nutritious food on the table, they're looking for a more diverse
repertoire of dishes to prepare, and they'd like to enjoy the process more. The problem is they don't
believe they have the time or ability to do it night after night. But it can be done, and Keepers will
show them how.Drawing from two decades of trial-and-error in their own kitchens, as well as
working alongside savvy chefs and talented home cooks, Campion and Brennan offer 120
appealing, satisfying recipes ideal for weeknight meals. There's an array of master recipes for
classic dishes with options for substitutions, updated old favorites, one-pot meals, "international"
dishes, super-fast ones, and others that reheat well or can be cooked in individual portions. Along
with timeless recipes, Keepers is filled with invaluable tips on meal planning and preparation, all
presented in an entertaining, encouraging, and empathetic style. Keepers gives cooks all of the
tools they need to become more efficient, confident, and creative in the kitchen. It will help them
survive the Monday-to-Friday dinner rush with their sanity and kitchens intact, and also have some
fun along the way.
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I'm a bit of a cookbook maven, so have thought about what makes a great cookbook. Keepers gets
an "A' on all five of my categories.First, of course, it has to have well-written recipes for dishes that I
would actually make. While Thomas Keller's French Laundry Cookbook is beautiful and descriptive,
realistically I'm not making too many recipes from it. Keepers on the other hand, has dozens of

recipes that I will or have already made. The instructions are very clear, and the authors provide
ideas for modifications. The range of recipes is impressive, and all are written with families in mind.
Let me be clear though - these recipes have actual FLAVOR. My 11-year-old daughter actually
licked the sauce off the saute pan that I cooked one of the fish recipes in.Second, a great cookbook
is fun to actually read. I don't just want a list of recipes - I can get that by searching epicurious.com.
A great cookbook should be just like a novel - you look forward to finding the time to sit down and
enjoy. Keepers is just that - it's written so well that you don't want to put it down. I "stole" three hours
on a Saturday morning to read the book, and still wasn't finished. The style is casual and somehow
"intimate" - like you're chatting with your best friend over coffee (or wine). Not your typical hotshot
chef cookbook.Third, a great cookbook teaches you something. I consider myself pretty
knowledgeable about cooking. I've had a subscription to Cook's Illustrated since its inception. But I
learned a bunch of tricks from Keepers (e.g., "glueing" puff pastry to the pan sides for the gorgeous
cover-photo dish - it worked!

Pasta..mac & cheese and baked fish...Thats all I dared to try and cook and then this book came
along and I am making-Deviled Panko crusted ChickenChicken pot pieChicken MilaneseFancy!!!!
Yes - Chicken Pot pie can be fancy if you never ever ever baked anything except pre-made frozen
meals.I do consider myself reasonably good Indian cook but never ever got the courage to make
anything other than basic pasta, mac and cheese.I made Deviled Panko crusted chicken first added more cayenne and black pepper - EVERYTHING cleaned out- I was shocked - If 2/3 kids and
my husband likes a recipe - it is a success. I was numb when 4/4 said - "This is great!! when can
you make it again" or "what else are you making?" or "chicken pot pie- please..."I was super duper
excited and shipped a book to my best friend-who cooks healthy, steamed, baked, simple recipes
and is equally nervous about trying new ingredients and all.We teamed up (always helps with
motivation!!) - since we both had the same book, we decided to cook together. I went and stocked
on the basic ingredients that the book uses - dried thyme/tarragon, vinegars, chicken stock etc.My
friend and I picked Chicken Pot pie for our first session - It was a hilarious cooking together.
Figuring out, we have to take the dough out to thaw an hour before etc(oops!! mental note to read
the recipe completely before we start to cook).Now both are families are sold - mine cleaned out - i
had to bake some fish as the kids cleaned out the potpie, leaving only a bit for dad to taste. I was
told to make two pies!!! AWESOME!!Friend and I got excited and decided on Chicken Milanese.
Fennel and Shallots were new to us - We were nervous.

Not quite comfortable cooking? Stuck in a rut; always seem to be making the same dishes? Can't
think what to make for dinner, again? Overwhelmed? Need help? Need a jump start? If so, and if
these are questions you've been asking yourself, this is a cookbook you should consider.If you are
looking to add to your collection of real "keeper" recipes: Those recipes that have stood the test of
time; those that are requested by family and friends over and over again; those that have been
handed down through generations; those that have your name in the title; those that give you
comfort just thinking about them: Well, this book may add a few "keepers" to your list, but overall, I
think you'll be disappointed. These recipes are not those kinds of "keepers".My actual rating of this
cookbook is 3.5 stars. I know: I rounded it up to 4 stars--it is not a cookbook I'm going to buy, but it
might be perfect for you, and I didn't want to dissuade you from taking a close look at it. My rating
came with my realization that I require more from my "keepers" than these two authors who are
past-editors of "Saveur" magazine. They just need their "keepers" to taste good and be quick and
easy. I've been assembling my own list of "keepers" for a very long time, and I need my "keepers" to
be over-the-top AND suitable for week-nights or the harried early day of a
family-coming-for-holiday-dinner event. Some of these recipes fall into this category, but most are
tweaks on recipes I've seen before in many other cookbooks and websites. So, I think the true value
of this book depends on a mix of the experience level and the time schedule of the cook.There are a
lot of helpful tips and suggestions for the less experienced cook.
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